A lot of the difference between these two outcomes can be ascribed to geography. Indeed, we who study Saint-Domingue are not unaware that things did not turn out so well in the Lesser Antilles, and if we think about it we generally just note that Guadeloupe is smaller and thus harder to defend from sea-borne attack. It is, but Victor Hugues managed to not only defend the island against the greatest naval power on earth at the time but to attack neighboring islands and give the British fits throughout the whole region. An explanation for the failure of the revolution in Guadeloupe required more analysis than it had been given. Laurent Dubois has provided that analysis.
For one thing, he points out, pre-Revolutionary Guadeloupe was not part of the core of the plantation complex, while Saint-Domingue was the most highly developed sugar island of the Caribbean. Dubois begins Colony of Citizens with a careful portrait of Guadeloupe under the ancien régime, using the sources of ancien régime social history, the notarials, parish registers, court records, and other government documents so meticulously maintained by the French colonial government. Guadeloupean slaves seem to have been neither so industrially organized, nor so strongly alienated from their production, as were slaves in northern Saint-Domingue, or elsewhere in the plantation Caribbean. This was to become important when unified resistance was essential.
Dubois pays great attention to the role of the ancien libres, those persons of African ancestry who were free before the revolution. Free coloreds were marginal people in all slave societies of the Americas, but seemingly they were more so in pre-revolutionary Guadeloupe than in Saint-Domingue. Free colored Guadeloupeans tended to be small-scale economic operators: artisans, merchants, or inter-island traders, peasant farmers, laborers, or, at best, owners of small cash-crop farms. In this, they were more like the free colored populations of the English Lesser Antilles than free coloreds in Saint-Domingue. Pre-revolutionary Guadeloupean free coloreds may thus have had a greater sympathy with the plight of the slaves than Dominguans. In any case, they played an important role in the developing political situation in Guadeloupe, some going on to become revolutionary leaders. One particularly interesting case that Dubois deals with extensively is the story of Louis Delgrès, leader of the resistance to re-imposition of slavery in 1802. Dubois's work recalls the story of Delgrès for the English-speaking world. Delgrès was recently rescued from two hundred years of obscurity in France with the re-naming of the historic fort in Guadeloupe after him and the erection of a plaque to his memory (across from that dedicated to Toussaint L'Ouverture) in the Panthéon in Paris. If there is an unqualified hero of this book it is Delgrès (although he does not make his first appearance until page 119). His story alone makes this book worth reading.
One major argument over the revolution in the French Caribbean is the degree to which it can be considered an outgrowth of the French revolution and to what extent it was a "revolution from below," in the words of Carolyn Fick's work on the Saint-Domingue slave uprising.[2] Dubois shows us that the two need not be mutually exclusive. Slaves and free people of color received and understood the ideas coming from France. They did not need white people from far away to tell them that freedom was better than slavery and democracy better than tyranny. They took advantage of the ideas of liberty and equality that were coming from the metropole to help frame and advance their own pre-existing claims. Dubois illustrates both the flow of ideas and the way Guadeloupeans of African descent made these ideas their own. In the 1793 slave uprising at Trois-Rivières, which forms the principal subject of the second part of Colony of Citizens, rebel leaders successfully claimed that their movement was directed against treacherous royalist whites, and escaped punishment. They took advantage of the Jacobin discourse that ascribed Royalist sympathies to the planter class, while at the same time refraining from attacking a plantation owned by a noted Jacobin. They avoided (for a time) the generally dismal fate of most slave rebels, with one individual subsequently becoming a free overseer on state plantations (before finally being shot by a Bonapartist firing squad).
The next part of Dubois's work shows how the ad-hoc conversion of slave rebels into loyal citizens of the republic in the Trois-Rivières uprising became state policy under the administration of Victor Hugues. Hugues was a figure with feet planted firmly on both sides of the divide: a former member of the slave-owning class in Saint-Domingue, he was also a committed Jacobin and leader of a revolutionary army. Citizens in a republic, according to the Jacobins, were supposed to sacrifice for the common good of the republic. It is interesting to contrast the relationship between the agricultural laborers and the Hugues administration with that which existed in Saint-Domingue between the Toussaint L'Ouverture administration and its agricultural workforce. Toussaint also required former slaves who had no other employment (e.g., typically military) to return to their plantations and work. Toussaint's laborers also resisted these orders as best they could, with actions from flight to sabotage to outright rebellion --very similar to the reactions of slaves before the revolution. Toussaint crushed resistance with military force, executing troublemakers with little compunction --even equating resistance to labor laws with treasonable support for the enemies of the Republic as Hugues did. Yet, when Bonaparte's troops came after 1802 to re-impose the slave system, Toussaint fought, alongside the former slaves. The resistance in Saint-Domingue was more or less universal, while, as Dubois points out, Guadeloupe's (white) administrators and substantial elements of the island's ruling class supported the re-imposition of slavery. In both cases, though, the agricultural laborers fought against a return to their old status. They, at least, could tell the difference between unpaid labor service to the state and chattel slavery, and preferred the former.
One role which new citizens and the Hugues administration both saw as crucial for the successful transformation of slaves into citizens was military service. Newly freed men rushed to join the armed forces of the Republic, both as infantrymen and as sailors on corsairs. Prior to the revolution, enslaved men could gain freedom through military service. During the period of emancipation, on the other hand, they justified their claim to the freedom they had already been accorded by being willing to fight for it. They were often the only people available to fill the ranks of the French armed forces, as white soldiers from the metropole could not penetrate the British blockade while local whites tended to be lukewarm in their support of the revolution. Republican armies in the eastern Caribbean were two-thirds black. Hugues was able to lead his armies on a rampage throughout the eastern Caribbean, seriously damaging British hegemony. The Peace of Amiens took away this important function that black men could fulfill and made it much easier to imagine turning them back into agricultural laborers. On a more practical level, this book is very useful to scholars and teachers of the Caribbean and the Atlantic revolutions because of the wealth of sources that it draws upon. Saint-Domingue's public records, sadly, descend into a great silence starting about 1792. There are a few fragmentary books of notarial acts from the revolutionary period, and then very, very little for the early national period. In Guadeloupe, on the other hand, the French genius for accurate and complete (not to say excessive) record-keeping was faithfully exercised throughout the revolutionary period. Therefore, Dubois has a good deal to go on in telling the story of the Guadeloupean revolutionaries. He has plantation records maintained by the Republican administration. He has court records. He has records of births, deaths, marriages, name changes, deeds for land, manumissions of slaves, and the like. Thus, while students of the Haitian Revolution have to rely on letters from generals, other military records, and the occasional diary to reconstruct the changes in society that went on during the revolution, Dubois has the genuine article: the stuff of a proper social history.
The last part of
In conclusion, I feel that A Colony of Citizens merits the attention, not only of a few readers in the rather limited field of French Caribbean studies, but of a broader audience interested in Atlantic revolutions, slavery and abolition, the genesis of human rights, or even just a mighty lively story.
Notes

